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The Countryside Code
Respect other people

• Consider the local community and other people enjoying
the outdoors
• Park carefully so access to gateways and driveways are clear
• Leave gates and property as you find them
• Follow paths but give way to others where it’s narrow

Protect the natural environment

• Leave no trace of your visit, take all your litter home
• Don’t have BBQs or fires
• Keep dogs under effective control
• Dog poo - bag it and bin it

Enjoy the outdoors

• Plan ahead, check what facilities are
open, be prepared
• Follow advice and local signs and
obey social distancing measures

Enjoy,
be safe

Welcome
Welcome to the winter edition of Harbour Life. This season
we focus on our protected habitats with articles on both the
importance of saltmarshes, their valuable contribution to sea
defences and carbon capture and also a new partnership of
organisations coordinating efforts to recover natural habitats
within Chichester Harbour.
Much of the Harbour may be asleep during these colder months
but our internationally important over-wintering bird populations
are very much awake and rely on these habitats to provide food
allowing them to build up energy reserves in time to fly north for
the breeding season. Please bear this in mind if you are walking
in the Harbour and take care not to allow dogs or people to
disturb the birds, as each time they fly-up the are wasting this
valuable energy.
I hope you enjoy the articles we have for you this winter. Our
spring edition will be available in March.

Richard Craven,
Director and Harbour Master

Contact us
Chichester Harbour Conservancy
Harbour Office, Itchenor, Chichester PO20 7AW
Tel. 01243 512301
www.conservancy.co.uk
info@conservancy.co.uk
Office Hours: Mon–Fri 0900–1700
Sat 0900–1300 (1 Apr–30 Sep)

ChichesterHarbour
@ChichesterHarbo
chichesterharbourconservancy

We’d love to hear your stories about what you love about Chichester Harbour, and how you use it.
Share your thoughts and photos on our social media channels or contact us at the Harbour Office.

News in brief
Celebrating 50 years
This year, 2021, brings with it a very special
milestone - our 50th anniversary. In 1971
Chichester Harbour Conservancy was created
to manage this unique area for recreation,
nature conservation and to protect its natural
beauty. To mark the anniversary we’re planning
to launch some new initiatives through the year,
and revisit some important events in our history.
More details will follow in the spring issue!

A Message of Thanks
We are blessed to have an army of volunteers who
make a difference to conservation and education
efforts - both directly with the Conservancy and with
partner organisations conserving and enhancing the
wildlife, habitats and landscape of Chichester Harbour.
Sadly, our own conservation work parties have been
suspended since early 2020 and our education
volunteers have been severely curtailed but we’d like to
thank all volunteers for their continuing support and we
look forward to a gradual return to this valuable work
from the Spring.

Sharing the Harbour
With our events programme still paused we’ve been working on
some other ways of sharing the Harbour with you. A new series of
vlogs will see our team sharing some of the history, wildlife spots
and walks which make this area such a special place.
Keep an eye on our website and social media channels for links to
the vlogs as they are launched.

Encouraging the Next Generation
Our first apprentice, Tristan Brougham, has now joined us in a
permanent role after completing his training with our Countryside
Rangers. Tristan began the 18 month apprentice scheme in 2018
working with the Rangers to understand, survey, monitor and
report on Chichester Harbour and its habitats. It’s important to us
to support those with an interest in conservation, so that we can
continue to protect the Harbour, and other unique areas of our
countryside. Tristan has proved himself to be a valuable member of
our team and it’s great to have him with us on a permanent, longterm basis.

Impounded Vessels Auction
Each year we conduct a sealed bid auction
of vessels that have been impounded and
unclaimed over the year. We have delayed
the auction as Covid restrictions would have
prevented potential buyers from viewing the
vessels but we hope to go ahead as soon as
guidelines allow.
Keep an eye on our social media or email
newsletters for details of the auction catalogue
and closing date and perhaps bag yourself a
bargain!

A Safe Pair of Hands
James Wallace, who joined us in 2019, has been promoted to Lead
Technician. James has been around boats and the Harbour his whole life
with local family boatyard connections and a long stint running the ISC
ferry. He trained in military marine and electrical engineering at HMS
Sultan and joined the Royal Fleet Auxiliary, deployed most recently in the
Middle East. He also crewed the Solar Heritage for a number of years
before joining us as a permanent member of staff in 2019.

walk
My favourite

Judi Darley,
Communities Officer

A winter wander in Bosham

Several of my friends are not country-walking types; they don’t have scuffed
walking boots and muddy over-trousers. I know that muddy walking can
be exhausting – slipping and picking your way through the route and then
having to find time to wash and re-proof your boots once back home. So I
do understand!
January and February can be very muddy out on the
Harbour paths and so, a stroll around Bosham is a
joy at this time, with lovely views, a café and pubs,
and a route on hard surfaces all the way round.

From the quay it’s then possible to walk along
the shoreline road. Avoid attempting this on high
spring tides. These always happen at lunchtime
every two weeks, it’s just one of those things!

I start either in the pay and display car park where
there are also public toilets or choose to park for
free along the roadside just east of the Berkeley
Arms. For ease, I’ll describe the walk from the car
park. To begin, leave the car park on the entrance
road or the quiet cut-through next to the Toilets.
You’ll soon see the Bosham Walk Art and Crafts
Centre opposite, good for some browsing, coffee
or an ice-cream. Next to the Centre there’s a path
to the church or, if you have dogs, walk down to
take the road next to the Shoreside Café (very
popular for coffee and tasty snacks).

The Anchor Bleu on the shoreline is a well-known
pub with a popular balcony overlooking the
shoreline in School Creek. Also look out for the ice
cream van usually parked at the end of the village
road but to be found just along it at high tide.

The Holy Trinity Church is on a site known to be
the oldest place of worship in West Sussex, dating
back to Saxon times. It’s most well known for being
the church depicted on the Bayeaux Tapestry where
Harold prayed before the events that led to him
losing to William the Conqueror. It’s also thought
that the remains of a child laid under a stone near
the nave are of a daughter of King Canute.
From the church there is a wide, open green
space called Quay Meadow which is in the care
of the National Trust. There are plenty of benches
here and space for a picnic or to enjoy the views
to the Bosham Channel, good for bird watching in
the winter-time.

Opposite the Shoreside Café you’ll find a footpath
between two houses and this takes you onto the
Trippett, a very old wall thought to be made up
of ships’ ballast collected over many years from
working vessels in times gone by. Along this path
you can admire the houses and their gardens.
Sometimes, at very high tide you might even see a

car deep in the water, left parked on the shoreline
road by an unsuspecting motorist.
At the top of School Creek the route goes to the
left, either along Harbour Road or at the very
top of the Creek – both join The Drive. Follow
this quiet road and at the end straight onto a
footpath. You’ll come across the Bosham Burial
Ground which was established after burials were
closed at the church itself in 1902.

Cross straight over the road here onto another
footpath. Shortly you’ll emerge onto the main village
road opposite the Berkeley Arms – good for a tasty
sandwich. From here walk back down the village
road to the start, using the pavements which does
require crossing the road a couple of times.
This is a winter stroll which seems to have it all lovely views, exercise, great snacks, coffee - and
dry paths!

A key to the past
David Bone

Scattered around the Harbour shores are a number of boulders that are alien
to the local geology. Indeed some must have travelled long distances from
their original source.
These boulders, which occur across the coastal
plain, give us an insight into ancient times up to
500,000 years ago. At this time, Britain was in the
grip of a series of Ice Ages, separated by warmer
interglacial periods when the climate returned
to more normal conditions before ice sheets
advanced once again.
At the time the Isle of Wight was not yet an
island and the rivers of Hampshire and Wiltshire
flowed into the English Channel via an eastward
flowing River Solent. During the glacial periods,
ice sheets and glaciers reached as far south as
the rivers Severn and Thames. Sea level fell to a
maximum of 120 metres below current sea level
and southern Britain was a landscape of frozen
tundra.
Two rock groups are represented by our boulders,
namely sarsen stones and ‘exotics’, and they
appear to have arrived by different means.
Think of Stonehenge and you’ll be able to
picture sarsen stones; a form of hard sandstone,
known as silcrete, which is an eroded remnant
of a former cover of younger rocks, principally
found in Wiltshire, Hampshire and Dorset.
There are at least 52 of these large boulders
around Chichester Harbour with the largest at
Ellanore, just north of West Wittering, weighing
an estimated 15 tonnes and many more in the
surrounding area. They don’t belong in West
Sussex, so how did these boulders get here long
before the possibility of human involvement?
When mapping boulder locations it appears that
those on the West Sussex coast form the tail end
of a distribution that starts far to the north and
west in Wiltshire. If we go back in time to the
maximum glaciation during the Ice Age, this was

During the interglacial periods, the sea
level was higher than today.
We can see this in a series of five ‘raised
beaches’ buried beneath the coastal plain,
rising to 46 metres above current sea level.
Yet sea level never reached this actual
height because, locally, the land has risen at
an average 10cm per thousand years.
close to the edge of the ice sheet. Huge volumes
of meltwater and ice would have been released
during summer thaws, especially as the climate
warmed into the following interglacial period
around 425,000 years ago. Turbulent floodwaters
would have scoured the landscape and carried
rock debris, including the sarsen boulders, away
to the south and along the ancestral River Solent
to give us the distribution we see today. These
hard boulders have then survived subsequent
erosion of the original deposits in which they
were incorporated to be revealed where we see
them today. This idea has yet to be confirmed!
Unlike the sarsens, the ‘exotic’ boulders are of
rock types not seen inland and include a wide
variety of igneous and metamorphic rocks that,
on the whole, cannot be matched with any rocks
in England or Wales. There are 12 examples with
weights up to 13 tonnes around the Harbour
and many more lie outside the area. A good and
easily acceptable example is a boulder of granite
that lies on the north shore of the Chichester
Channel, a short distance west of the Itchenor
Ferry landing. In the mid-19th century, the
geology of these boulders was compared to
that of Brittany and the Channel Islands and

Find out more in the ‘Exploring the geology
of Chichester Harbour’ guide at www.
westsussexgeology.co.uk.

their presence attributed to ice-rafting; boulders
carried on ice floes breaking away from foreign
shores and drifting across the Channel with the
prevailing winds. As the ice melted, the boulders
were dropped on to the seabed associated with
what are now the raised beaches.
This explanation remains the accepted theory,
but there are many unanswered questions.
How could the boulders have drifted across the
Channel when the sea level must have been
lower during a period cold enough to form thick
coastal ice? When did they arrive? Do the rocks
really match those across the Channel?

Some ideas now include the boulders being
transported within icebergs which originated
as far afield as northern Canada or Greenland,
but there is a lot more research to be done. It’s
therefore important to preserve these boulders to
help us understand climate change and oceanic
currents in the past and how this can help our
understanding of future climate change.

Taking
Action for
Wildlife
Recovery

Over recent years it’s become more and more clear how certain habits can
help reduce the impacts of climate change. A new initiative is now working
to focus on protecting the habitats in Chichester Harbour and create new
wildlife recovery areas – all to help turn the tide.
Chichester Harbour is one of the most
important sites for wildlife in the whole of
the United Kingdom. It’s also designated for
its international importance. However, like many
similar habitats it’s under great pressure from
climate change and other human pressures – both
of which are leading to a loss of biodiversity.
Without urgent action the rate and scale of this
deterioration will only accelerate with the impacts
of climate change.

Recent studies by Natural England highlight
a 60% decline in saltmarsh since 1946 due to
coastal squeeze from sea defences, sea level
rise, and excess nitrates.
At the same time, it’s becoming clear the
important role coastal habitats play not only for
wildlife and biodiversity but also for the
ecosystem services they provide. For example
they can store carbon, nitrates and phosphorus,
thereby helping to mitigate against climate

Recently we’ve seen growing
evidence of the impact on
important Harbour habitats such
as saltmarsh, seagrass beds and
oyster reefs.

change. If things continue as they are it really is
a double whammy in terms of loss but on the flip
side there’s a huge opportunity if we can improve
the fortunes of these important habitats.
Protecting coastal habitats will help to restore
nature, improve water quality, contribute to ‘net
zero’ and create a landscape more resilient to
climate change.
A recent study by the universities of Portsmouth
and Plymouth has put a value on the ‘ecosystem
services’ provided by saltmarsh, seagrass and
oysters across the Solent area. The cost of
otherwise removing and holding equal amounts
of carbon, nitrates and phosphorous by human
generated alternatives would be £1.1 billion
pounds per annum across the Solent. The coastal
habitat in Chichester Harbour is the single largest
contributor in the Solent to this ecosystem service.
Against this backdrop we sense a step change
in the rate of ambition and urgency amongst
government agencies to restore nature,
reverse the decline in biodiversity and build
resilience to climate change and certain sea
level rise.  
A focus on green funding is likely in the run up
to the COP 26 UN Climate Change Conference.
To ensure the best outcomes for Chichester
Harbour we’ve formed a steering group with
the Environment Agency, Natural England,
Sussex IFCA, and Coastal Partners to protect,
restore, and deliver ‘net gain’ for nature.
This enables us to set out a clear
framework to deliver the objectives outlined in
the Chichester Harbour Management Plan and
Defra’s 25 Year Environment Plan. It will not
only provide a common goal and mechanism
to bring existing effort under one umbrella and

help us plan, coordinate and manage work over
the next 10 – 25 years, it will also complement
other priority work with partners.
This initiative should enable us to source new
funds, increase ‘blue’ investments, and bring
the wider community together to deliver a
programme of actions.
The initiative known as Chichester Harbour
Protection and Recovery of Nature
(CHaPRoN for short) will focus on priority
habitats such as saltmarsh, seagrass, and
oysters, as these are at the biggest risk of
further loss, have a high natural capital value,
and are great at carbon fixing. The ambition is
wider though and will seek to create wildlife
recovery areas stretching from Langstone
Harbour in the West to Pagham Harbour in
the east and linking terrestrially to the South
Downs National Park a mile to the north of
Chichester Harbour AONB.  

While CHaPRoN is still in its infancy
we see it as an essential part of our
fight against climate change and the
improvement of the habitats for the
species that rely on Chichester Harbour.
We will update you on projects as they
develop.  

what’s on?

Getting out
and about safely

Events Update
In line with current Government guidelines it’s still not possible to run our usual programme of events,
activities and boat trips. If you are in the Harbour please ensure that you follow the latest social
distancing guidelines and take note of any relevant signage. In particular please make sure you are
considerate and give enough room to others whenever you are walking or cycling in the area.

Winter Welly Walks
Over the winter our Education Centre were planning to run outdoor sessions to ensure that
local schoolchildren were still able to enjoy the Harbour. These Welly Walks give classes the
opportunity to visit Chichester Harbour on a guided walk with one of our Education Team, to
enjoy the fresh air, some activities and see the winter wildlife and views. Each class will take
part in two walks - one at high tide and another at low tide. Given the current restrictions
these walks have been suspended but once we can resume, each walk will begin at the
school to a particular Harbour location so the learning opportunities will be different for
each. Bosham children will explore human geography topics, such as the history and age of
the buildings and maps of the village, whereas at Fishbourne the children will learn about
habitat, particularly reedbeds and rivers. All walks will include the topic of migration and the
importance of the Harbour for overwintering birds. If you are a teacher at a Harbour School
and would like to know more please call Jane on 01243 789173.

Harbour Tots
Ahead of the November lockdown
we were able to hold a handful of
our popular Harbour Tots sessions.
These groups, for pre-school children
between 2½ and 4 years of age, run
as a morning activity giving little ones
the chance to explore the natural
environment with their parents and
carers and discover some of the
Harbour wildlife. We hope to run more
sessions once restrictions allow so
please do keep an eye on the website
and our social media channels for the
latest information and details of how
to book.
Winter Walks
At this time of year there’s nothing better than getting outdoors and enjoying a new or favourite walk.
Many of the 56 miles of public footpaths in the Harbour run along the shoreline, giving fantastic views
across the water and perfect places to stop and birdwatch. Some of the best winter walks to explore
include North Common, Northney, the Itchenor Circular and at Bosham (see page X) all of which
include good sections on pavements. Whatever the weather there are a range of self-guided walks on
the Walking page of our website at www.conservancy.co.uk. And at this time of year don’t forget to
keep to designated paths to avoid disturbing the over-wintering birds while they’re feeding – they need
to conserve their energy!
Bird Watching
Thousands of migratory birds join
us each winter, so it’s a great time
to enjoy bird watching. Over 14,000
brent geese make Chichester
Harbour their home in the winter; an
impressive number which makes us an
internationally significant area for them.
Other winter birds joining us include
Curlews, Godwits, Dunlin and Snipe.
With the trees bare of leaves it’s also
easier to spot other birds too including
the Robins, Kingfishers and Owls,
usually as dusk falls.

Winter Fun
for

families

Winter Treasure Hunt
There’s plenty to see and find in the Harbour this season or outside
your own front door. Wrap up warm, explore a new area and
see if you can spot some of the following on your next walk:

Pine cones

Holly

Animal tracks

Robin

Ivy

Seal

Snowdrops

Brent Goose

Deer

Make a Bird Feeder
To encourage lots of different birds in your
garden - and provide them with much needed
food at this time of year - try making bird
feeders. You can use an old plastic bottle
(perhaps an empty milk carton or fizzy drink
bottle) and fill it with bird food before
hanging on a tree branch with
some wire or garden twine.
Threading a wooden pole or
wooden spoon through two
holes at the bottom gives
the birds somewhere to perch

Create a Frozen
Suncatcher
A frozen suncatcher is a great activity
for children of any age. Gather some
natural items such as branches,
berries, twigs and leaves from your
garden or on a walk. The more
colourful the better! Then choose
a plastic lid, paper plate or silicone
mould and fill it with water, before
adding the things you have collected.
Leave outside on a cold night to
freeze. In the morning carefully peel
the suncatcher from its mould and
hang from a tree branch to sparkle!

Photo © Paul Adams

SNAP
HAPPY

On your visits to Chichester Harbour you’ve undoubtedly
experienced some of the many wonderful views. But
capturing these scenes in a photo might be easier said
than done. Paul Adams, a professional photographer and
keen supporter of Chichester Harbour, shares some tips.
Why photograph Chichester Harbour?
Quite simply because it’s an amazing place! The important thing is to get
started. Expert or novice, we’re all learning. The photograph you’ve taken is
much better than the one you’ve haven’t tried to capture. And the next one
will be better still.
What makes a good photo?
It’s all about the light. Any kind of light will reveal shapes, textures, colours
and tones; but various illuminations will show the same scene literally ‘in a
different light’.
A good photo is one you want to keep looking at. It may awaken memories
or enable an emotional connection. We call that connection - beauty. Good
photographs are made by being intentionally composed to bring out the
beauty you’re experiencing, without being distracted by irrelevant shapes,
colour or light. Use the so-called rules of composition as a guide but
slavishly following them can suppress art’s unexpected joys.
What equipment do I need?
Photographs are created by you, so seeing the way which light reveals the
beauty must come first. The device then simply records what you intend.
Excellent images can be captured on mobile phones and cheap point-andshoot cameras, as well as with a more sophisticated DSLR and mirrorless
cameras. Creating long or fast exposures, or pictures with a shallow depth of
field, will of course need specialist equipment.
When’s the best time of day to take a photo?
The hour around sunrise and sunset can be particularly beautiful, because
the light is often nicely coloured and the shadows are long. Midday light in
summer usually produces a flat-looking photograph with the sun behind
you, or heavily contrasted with the sun in front of you. Shade and shadow
turn a 2D picture into a 3D experience, and light from the side often
produces a more appealing photo. A circular polarising filter can accentuate
the depth and texture of your subject helping the image come alive.
Soft or overcast light is ideal to display flowers, delicate or textured
objects. Simple light from a window often produces lovely portraits.
Blazing light creates stark contrasts. Low light on a long exposure can
bring out ethereal subtleties of a landscape, especially when partly
shrouded by mist. Make the most of the light you have or plan a shot
according to how the light is forecast.

What are the most interesting things to
photograph in the Harbour?
Whatever interests you! Whether it’s birds or
wildlife, trees or boats on the water there are
endless options. Remember to give wildlife space
and take care not to disturb by using a telephoto
lens or staying still long enough for them to come
to you.
Technique, settings and post processing are
all important but when you see beauty in our
wonderful Harbour, capture the uniqueness you
feel and you will have made a work of art.
How do I take a picture that’s a bit unusual?
Quite simply, experiment. Change your viewpoint;
put the camera above your head, lie on your

front to get a rabbit’s eye view, slant it at an
angle to introduce drama, lie on your back to
shoot up through trees to the sky, or photograph
close to the water on the beach. Try looking
at ordinary things differently. See contrasting
or complementary colours and capture them
in a photograph. You could also Google other
photographers to see how they have tackled a
subject, and then copy the style.
Try not to be put off by mistakes. The great Ansel
Adams reckoned to only get 12 good photographs
each year! When you explore the Harbour look
for shapes, textures and colours in ordinary things
and try to make an extraordinary picture.

Photographing Chichester Harbour
If you’re getting started or need some inspiration here are some of Paul’s ideas to try:

Birds
Each season brings new species; migratory
black bellied Brent geese, terns and swallows;
resident waders such as curlew, oystercatchers,
lapwings, redshank; mute swans, egrets, ducks
and gulls of many kinds; then swallows, linnets,
stone chats in the trees and dunes; and skylarks
and pipits in the air.

Boats
Every boat has its own special way of pushing
the water around whether riding at anchor,
exposing underwater shapes when beached
or hauled out or coming alive on the waves.
Photograph fast dinghies racing between
marks, canoes and paddleboarders on their
leisurely adventures or big cruisers vying for
space in the narrow channels with fishing
boats and leisure RIBs.

Landscapes
The line between land and Harbour is fascinating with acres of muddy tidal saltmarsh as well as
the marsh and dune plants which are beautiful in their own right. The Harbour’s margin is studded
with trees which frame the inlets looking inland from a boat, and the water activity as seen from the
shore. Foliage provides green contrast to the blue water and sky when the sun is shining: at dawn
and dusk they make things more mysterious. Don’t forget farmland down to the water’s edge with
rare breed cattle on salt marshes, and crops from maize and potatoes to wheat and barley. Copses
give enticing glimpses through woodland to the sea.

Sunsets and sunrises
Nothing is too big for interest, especially the
ever-changing sky with its moody or vibrant
clouds, dawn and dusk colours. Such a
backdrop invites some foreground interest to
satisfy a wide-angle lens.

Nothing is too small
Don’t forget the myriad of shells, pebbles and
tiny flowers – great with a macro lens.

All photos © Paul Adams

saltmarsh
Making sense of

In the autumn the Harbour experienced a number of instances of flooding,
which has prompted some important discussions about when and how to reposition some of the footpaths. In some circumstances choosing to manage
the land in this way is the most sensible option, and helps shine a light on
one of our key projects – saltmarsh creation.
What is saltmarsh?
Saltmarsh is a very fragile, coastal wetland area
which the sea tends only reaches at high tide.
With salt saturating the soil it offers an attractive
home to different flora and fauna, supporting
those which aren’t found anywhere else. Small
creatures such as worms, shrimps and shellfish
enjoy its unique environment, which in turn
attract wading birds and wildfowl such as red
shank and lapwing.
Why is it so important?
Saltmarsh is a very precious resource, and helps
play a number of different roles in supporting
particular types of wildlife. It’s also vital in the
fight against climate change, acting as a ‘carbon
sink’ for C02 which it can helpfully absorb and
store.
How is saltmarsh created?
Saltmarsh is created when sediment builds on

top of existing mudflats, rising above the mean
high-water mark, allowing salt-water loving plants
to seed and take root. Creation is a long-term
project, taking around 8 to 10 years. As plants
develop, their roots help to stick the mud particles
together and trap even more sediment, creating
stability. Over time, this process creates blocks of
flat, low growing vegetation with narrow channels
between. These channels provide nursery areas
for fish, food for waders and wildfowl and nesting
sites for waders and seabirds. Stable areas that
have developed over decades can be used for
grazing by farm animals.
Why is saltmarsh at risk?
The saltmarsh around Chichester Harbour dates
back to the Bronze age when it supported
the first permanent settlements. Sadly global
warming, rising sea levels and wave erosion is
changing the structure of saltmarsh. Plants which
live in saltmarsh can’t cope with being regularly

submerged which in turn means the marsh
breaks up. In addition, hard sea defences, land
reclamation and dredging cause interruptions to
the sediment flow which helps feed the marsh
creation process. Recreational disturbance in the
form of trampling can cause damage too, which is
why it’s important to keep to identified paths.
How is the Conservancy creating saltmarsh?
By working with local landowners, we are
helping choose the areas which are best suited

Saltmarshes are a naturally
occurring sea defence,
reducing the force of the
wave action hitting sea walls
and other hard defences.

to saltmarsh. These saltmarsh creation projects
can provide benefits in a number of ways – from
conservation and wildlife to land management.
Saltmarsh is an important habitat in Chichester
Harbour, and can play an important role in helping
protect the environment. It’s important that we
look after the areas of saltmarsh which we already
have, and create new ones, to ensure that this
powerful weapon against climate change really
can make the difference it’s capable of.

Chichester Harbour
is the seventh largest
expanse of saltmarsh in Great
Britain, but like many natural
environments, faces both
manmade and natural threats.

Sadly more than half of the
world’s saltmarsh has been
lost over the last 70 years.

guide

Spotter’s
Chichester Harbour

White-fronted goose Anser albifrons

December moth Poecilocampa populi

What: A small grey goose, with a bright white
forehead and chocolate brown splodges on its
belly

What: A beautiful dusky brown moth with
cream stripes and a very ‘furry’ head

Where: On pasture or arable around the
Harbour (possibly where other geese such as
brents are feeding)
When: All winter, probably departing to its
Arctic breeding grounds in March
Did You Know? Usually rather rare in Sussex
and Hants, this winter has seen far more arrive
from continental Europe than normal, so from
now until spring is a great time to see these
lovely birds. Several flocks and small parties
have been seen around the local harbours since
mid-November.

Where: Woodlands, hedges or large gardens –
they are attracted to lights so occasionally can
be seen at a lit porch or window
When: Flight season is late autumn and early
winter
Did You Know? The caterpillars feed during the
spring and summer on a wide range of woody
plants and deciduous trees including oaks,
birches and hawthorn. This is an important task
and they need to stock up as the adult moths
are incapable of feeding!

Winter offers a good opportunity to see some very special
wildlife and nature sights. Over the coming months, as you
explore the Harbour, try spotting some of the following.
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Common reed Phragmites australisus

Mossy willow gall

What: An impressively tall grass growing 2-3m
high, and often forming dense stands

What: A gall formed on willow catkins, looking
rather like a clump of moss stuck to the outer
twigs

Where: On the edge of ponds, lagoons,
marshes and in ditches pretty much anywhere
When: All year, green in summer and turning a
beautiful golden yellow in winter
Did You Know? Mainly found in freshwater,
common reed has a high tolerance to salinity
and can be found at the back of saltmarshes
around the Harbour, where there is a freshwater
input such as the top of the Fishbourne
channel. These reedbed habitats shelter and
support a huge array of other wildlife such as
harvest mice, water rails, small fish and many
invertebrates.

Where: On willows, all around the Harbour
When: Visible all year
Did You Know? The galls form in the summer,
but persist for many months and in the winter
when the leaves have been shed, they can be
more obvious. They are initially green, before
turning brown/grey as they wither – if you see
a willow tree with many ‘tufts’ all over the outer
branches, that may well be it!

Make a
new home...
in your favourite destination
Chichester Harbour Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty offers the
most idyllic setting for a mooring. We have vacancies available
throughout the Harbour offering a cost effective way for you to
enjoy being based in this special place.
Conservancy moorings
•
•
•
•

Regular water taxi - Tender storage
Toilets and showers (Itchenor)
Maintenance piles - Fresh water - Pump out
Locations at Itchenor, Dell Quay, Nutbourne
and Emsworth
• Our friendly team on hand to assist you

Bosham Manor moorings
•
•
•
•

Peaceful location with stunning views
Quick access to the sailing area
Ferry access from Bosham or Itchenor
Beautiful historic Quay with full services

• Quaymaster customer support

All moorings are maintained by our team to the highest standard
For prices and locations visit

www.conservancy.co.uk
VECTOR MASTER ARTWORK CMYK FOR PRINT. AND PANTONE SWATCH for screen print

www.
Manor-of-Bosham.co.uk
Contact
– Anna Perkins, Moorings Officer

anna.perkins@conservancy.co.uk
or call 01243 512301

